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Photo dell'editore Descrizione: Society of Naval Architects &amp; 1990-06-01, 1990. Hardcover. Condizione: Very good. Item is in very good condition. If additional codes/CDs for textbooks are required, please contact us before you buy, as they may be missing. Photos are stock photos and not of the actual item. Codice articolo DS-
0939773015-2Page 2 Academia.edu uses cookies to personalize content, customize ads, and improve the user experience. By using our site you agree to collect information through the use of cookies. Check out our privacy policy.× for more information. Academia.edu uses cookies to personalize content, customize ads, and improve the
user experience. By using our site you agree to collect information through the use of cookies. Check out our privacy policy.× for more information. The item purchased was the 3 volumes! Like in the picture! The size and weight of the mailing is for 3 books! I only recived the first part! I want my money back! Nwo! If Amazon needs a
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x0.8 inches and the weight on the envelope is 2 pounds! Either you send me the other 2 volumes or my money back! [...] Please Amazon help me! It's wrong! I can send pictures! Includes the book and the envelope with the wrong weight! The Principles of Naval Architecture series is the defining reference book and text for naval
architecture.   Buy all 6 chapters in the series and get 30% off! List: $297.00 Members: $196.00 Student Members: $166.00 ADD TO CART
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